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 A monk asked Seijo of Koyo and said, “Daitsu Chisho Buddha did zazen for ten kalpas in a 

Meditation Hall, and could neither manifest the truth, nor enter the Buddha-Way.  Why was this?”  

Seijo said, “Your question is a very appropriate one.”  The monk persisted, “Why did he not attain 

Buddhahood by doing zazen in the Meditation Hall?”  Seijo replied, “Because he didn’t.” 

 As I've been telling you over and over up until now Tathagata Zen, the style of Zen practice we 
do here, is to learn to manifest the wisdom for yourself which sees into this activity which repeats 
manifesting the ultimately large and the ultimately small over and over. 
 For people who have come to this Jemez Bodhi Manda Zen Dojo for the first time, and have 
heard about this practice for the first time it’s natural you have no idea what I'm talking about. 
 This great universe which is our home, there are many explanations about it in Buddhism and 
one of them is that in order for the universe to completely be manifest and then completely be led to 
destruction, one cycle of manifestation and disappearance takes eighty kalpas. 
 So in order for an existent thing to progress and develop to the state where it doesn’t need to 
do the activity of progressing any longer, that would take an extremely long time, which we call forty 
kalpas. 
 And when an existent thing arrives at this condition of the ultimately large cosmos it doesn’t 
fixate at that condition, immediately it turns around and begins the journey back to the original source, 
back to the state of the ultimately small, and that journey back to the ultimately small also take forty 
kalpas. 
 It takes eighty kalpas for this great cosmos of ours to do the activities of at first appearing, and 
then doing the activity of living, and then doing the activity of getting older and older, and then finally 
doing the activity of completely passing away. 
 I just said “passes away,” but actually, of course, the universe doesn’t ultimately pass away, 
because the moment it reaches the condition of the ultimately small, that first condition of the origin, 
immediately it begins expanding again until it reaches the condition of the ultimately large, and then 
again it returns back to the condition of the ultimately small, but just one of those repetitions of 
ultimately large and ultimately small takes eighty kalpas. 
 So I guess you are wondering how long one kalpa is. 
 There are four or five famous explanations of what a kalpa is, and here is one of them.  The 
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explanation begins to say that human life is eighty four thousand years long. 
 But, anyway, this special way of counting human life, for every one hundred normal years that 
pass this special baby ages just one year. 
 So another hundred years pass and this little infant gets one year older. 
 And then another hundred years pass and so the baby is three or four. 
 And so this special person after eighty four thousand of these special years pass this person has 
finally grown up. 
 And then when it’s fully grown, after eighty four thousand years, then this special person starts 
getting younger again, and every hundred years it gets one years younger. 
 And then eighty four thousand years pass. 
 And that is  one explanation of one kalpa. 
 And we take this one kalpa as the standard measurement of time. 
 And if we take an existent thing we can say that it takes twenty kalpas for that existent thing to 
fully be manifest, come in to appearance. 
 And after having appeared that existent thing spends twenty kalpas doing the activity of living, 
of making a home. 
 And here we are at forty kalpas, and finally the ultimately large cosmos is manifest. 
 And then it takes another twenty kalpas to do the activity of vanishing from that ultimately 
large place. 
 But I said it has vanished, it is gone, but actually it isn’t, because for the last twenty kalpas of 
the eighty kalpas it does the will-less activity of the origin, the activity of emptiness. 
 So the total is eighty kalpas. 
 Every single existence, including you, does this same activity of ultimately large and small. 
 So what I'm saying is that your life is eighty four thousand years, and within that eighty four 
thousand years there are many different transformations that take place in the process of going to 
ultimately large and ultimately small. 
 Even a computer would have a hard time adding all of this up. 
 Among my students it seems as if there are alot of people who are really into computers, but I 
think that even using your computer, to calculate how many years exactly eighty kalpas is would be 
difficult. 
 But if we look at the world of beasts, or the worlds of mosquitoes it’s a different story. 
 If you can manifest the wisdom which sees clearly what it is to be a human being then you will 
be able to grasp the length of time of human life in terms of eighty kalpas, and at the very same time 
you will be able to see that the world of animals and mosquitoes, although it is the same dharma 
activity world, there’s a difference in the length of time of the lives of those things. 
 If you want to read an explanation of the differences in the different kind of existent things that 
there are there are lots of different explanations written in Buddhism including the one in the 
Abidharma Kosha which is very famous, but anyway, if we say that the condition of the ultimately large 
is one hundred, then on the way to the condition of the ultimately large all of these different levels, 
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten and on and on are passed through, and they all 
manifest different conditions.   
 As I always say the condition of the root source is complete that means it is zero. 
 If we call that first condition of the root source, then, in this explanation we can call the 
ultimately large condition ten. 
 In the process of this ultimately small condition of the root source, this level one condition of 
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the origin becoming the level two condition of the origin we can also analyze it further and see that 
between levels one and two there a numberless, countless number of sub-levels, from 1.00001 to 
1.00002 to 1.00003 and on and on. 
 We can say that the world of stones appears somewhere in between the first condition of the 
origin of level one, and the second condition of the origin of level two.  If we posit that stones appear 
at 1.1 then we can see that even at that condition there are two conditions there. 
 This is a difficult subject, and I know there are some people who are listening to this story for 
the first time, so I better repeat it. 
 When plus and minus divide that is when all existences appear. 
 When we say an existence appears we mean that it does the activity of appearing, it does the 
activity of living, and through that activity manifests life, manifests appearance. 
 And the existence we’re talking about here is a stone, so a stone appears and does the activity 
of existing as a stone until it doesn’t need to do the activity of living as a stone anymore, and there it 
manifests the complete stone. 
 So any existence, even a stone will manifest these two different kinds of activity, the activity of 
having to do the activity of living, and the activity of no longer needing to do the activity of living, and 
manifesting the complete condition, which is Tathagata. 
 All of you, today when you accomplish your day’s work, when you do all the work you need to 
do for today, then you can manifest the self that no longer needs to work.  You can manifest the 
complete self. 
 But that condition of course also is not fixated, even a stone, when it again opens up its eyes 
after manifesting the complete stone, even though it might think that the world of stone is just fine it 
can’t stop in the world of stone, it has to evolve, and maybe we can say that the next world which is 
manifest is the plant world. 
 And then the plant will do the activity of living until it no longer needs to do the activity of living 
and then it can sleep, it can manifest the complete condition of plant. 
 I've been telling you over and over that all existences are manifest when they meet up with an 
activity that we call the separation of subject and object, and then they do the living activity until they 
no longer need to do either living or dying.  That condition of not needing to do living or dying is 
called the unification of subject and object, but Zen practice is to manifest the wisdom for yourself that 
realizes, “Of course, it’s just the way the Roshi says it is.” 
 You have to see that the self that is manifest at the complete condition of level two is a self that 
has both the living and the dying activities as its content.  Before the self was complete there was 
living and dying activity outside of the self. 
 But it’s very difficult. 
 It’s really difficult and so for the people who say, “I don’t understand,” and they get angry, or 
they run away, or they get kicked out, there’s alot of things that happen, but it’s all okay I guess. 
 But I want to tell you that it’s natural for this to take time, the understanding of this very 
difficult principle takes years and years, so if you want to grasp this understanding you should be a 
little patient, you should endure a little bit, and just like a hen sitting on her eggs warming up her eggs, 
waiting for the chicks to hatch you should be a little patient. 
 But people who have heard my story about ultimately large and ultimately small a lot probably 
are thinking, “Roshi, it’s more than enough!  Enough is enough!” 
 But when I ask those same people who say “That’s quite enough of that story Roshi,” when I 
ask them, “So, where do you come from?”  They can’t answer. 
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 That’s why I repeat myself. 
 You are human being so you have passed through all of these different worlds.  You should 
know the world of stones, or the world of birds, or the world of animals, but when I ask you where 
have you come from, why can’t you answer? 
 That’s why I repeat the same story. 
 But if I continue in this vein it will take a long time so we’ll just leave at that for now, and go 
back to saying that the very nature of being a person is to repeat both of these conditions of ultimately 
large and ultimately small. 
 But I think everybody will say that it sounds absolutely impossible to really get what I'm trying 
to say when I say that our human life is either eighty kalpas or eighty four thousand years, either one 
of those things seems impossible for you to grasp. 
 That’s because you are tied up by the material world.  But if you could understand the 
spiritual world then...but actually in Buddhism we didn’t in the old days in Buddhism use this word 
spiritual world, we talked about grasping the activity of lightning. 
 Modern people might say electricity. 
 If you really can grasp that your very content is electricity then it will be really easy to 
understand your life span to be eighty kalpas or eighty four thousand years (times 200). 
 But people who are tied up thinking that they are just something that is born and then dies in 
the physical world, there’s no way that they can grasp themselves as electricity. 
 If you are not tied up by this physical world, if you can see these activities we call being born 
and dying, or simply appearing and being hidden, if you can see those not as physical activities in the 
material world, but as spiritual activities, or the activity of electricity, and before we had the word 
electricity we called it the activity of lightning, if you can perceive yourself as that activity then it would 
be really easy for you to understand that your life is eighty kalpas.  It would be just like eighty years. 
 Modern scientists talk about the big bang.  They say this cosmos exploded and then 
everything came into being. 
 Sounds good to me. 
 The big bang is obvious, but Buddhism further asks you, “So what is the origin of that big bang, 
and is that big bang a fixated thing or not?” 
 If you hear a scientist explaining to you that the big bang occurred and gave birth to this one 
singular cosmos I recommend that you don’t listen with just an idiotic way of consciousness, don’t just 
blindly believe whatever you hear. 
 What’s the origin of the big bang? 
 Tathagata Zen is what gets in to that. 
 Twenty five hundred years ago we had already gotten in to the big bang and its origin and 
everything. 
 Of course the origin of the big band is the manifestation of the ultimately small cosmos. 
 But what is the origin of the ultimately small point?  Of course it is the big bang. 
 The origin gives rise to the result.  The cause gives rise to effect.  And the result becomes the 
new cause, the new origin which then gives rise to a new result which is then the new origin, and that 
repeats over and over.  Buddhism thought of this a long time ago. 
 It’s just fine that scientists go around inventing theories like the big bang, but don’t be led 
astray by them. 
 The reason why it’s fine is because it’s a perfectly obvious theory. 
 Because some new people are here I had to explain in a little bit more detail about the 
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ultimately large and small, but let’s leave it at that for now and get back to the koan where Koyo Osho 
is asked by a monk about the nature of this world. 
 Of course the one who does the activity of ultimately large and small is Daitsu Chisho Buddha. 
 There is no Daitsu Chisho Buddha outside of you. 
 But the moment that you think some thought, and then fixate that thought, then you fixate 
yourself and from that position you think all sorts of things, and look upon all sorts of things. 
 Inevitably the activities of plus and minus will manifest a condition in which they completely 
unify.  That’s zero.  That’s the manifestation of Daitsu Chisho Buddha. 
 But the activity of Daitsu Chisho Buddha doesn’t fixate at doing the activity of zero.  Again it 
will break zero apart, and right in the center of the zero world the worlds of past, present and future 
are manifest. 
 But those worlds of past, present and future also don’t fixate again they will meet up with an 
activity called the unification of subject and object, plus and minus coming together again, and when 
that happens again the complete perfect Daitsu Chisho Buddha appears. 
 And when that perfect Buddha appears past, present and future disappear, and now you can 
see clearly that past and future are nothing more than the activities of plus and minus. 
 When plus and minus become one Daitsu Chisho Buddha appears. 
 The complete self appears. 
 When plus and minus are separate from each other, that is when inside the very body of Daitsu 
Chisho Buddha past, present and future appear. 
 And when past, present and future are there, as I always say, it is the present that is the self. 
 And that self which is the present is always tied up by the worlds of past and future. 
 I've said this over and over. 
 And again meeting up with the activity of the unification of subject and object plus and minus 
come together and past, present and future are gone. 
 And this very Daitsu Chisho Buddha came to Bodhi Manda Zendo and sat here for ten kalpas. 
 For ten kalpas he sat. 
 It says ten kalpas, so how about you, in your zazen, how are you going to grasp that ten kalpas? 
 For those of you who really get that you are the activity of electricity, even in one night, even in 
one hour you can grasp up the wisdom of these ten kalpas. 
 The activity of Daitsu Chisho Buddha manifesting himself and then manifesting himself as all of 
the various worlds, that activity is the dharma activity, is the activity of electricity, of lightning. 
 The activity of lightning gives rise to the worlds of past, present and future, and that same 
activity of lightning leads those worlds of past, present and future to destruction. 
 We can call the activity of thunder and lightning, that activity which forms the entire cosmos 
the activity of heart, or the activity of mind, but when the complete activity of heart/mind is manifest 
then that mind and the cosmos are one. 
 When the complete activity of mind is manifest then your body becomes the cosmos itself.  
That’s why, in that condition there is no need for you to look at the cosmos. 
 This is the condition in which the mind, and the body which is the home of the mind, become 
one. 
 This is the activity which has no consciousness functioning in it. 
 And that state, of course, only is manifest when your "I am" self is gone. 
 When the activity of mind is doing the activity which thinks "I am" then it looks at its body, it 
looks at the cosmos as an object. 
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 But when the activity of mind destroys the "I am" thinking self then the mind and the body 
become one.  That means that the mind and the universe become one.  You become the universe. 
 I wonder if you understand. 
 That is the principle that is being spoken of in the koan. 
 Daitsu Chisho Buddha came to Bodhi Manda Zen Center and sat for ten kalpas.  When we say 
ten kalpas it means the complete activity of time.  It means that Daitsu Chisho Buddha did an activity 
in which he no longer needed to look at himself as an object. 
 Daitsu Chisho Buddha here doesn’t need to ask, “where is my house.  I better go look for my 
home.” 
 You too, when you completely manifest your home for yourself you won’t need to look for it. 
 When you manifest the wisdom that knows that your home is your self then you won’t have to 
search for your home anymore. 
 And also when you are manifesting your home doubts such as “What am I?” Won’t come up. 
 Then it says “buppofugenzen, Buddha-dharma, not manifest.”  Even though Daitsu Chisho 
Buddha sat at Bodhi Manda Zen Center for ten kalpas, the Buddha-dharma was not manifest. 
 Does the Buddha’s teaching appear, or does the Buddha’s teaching not appear?  That is the 
principle you have to understand if you  are going to get this koan. 
 The moment you start saying this or that fart kind of logic at that point your "I am" self is 
already manifest.  
 Some of you have lived together with me for twenty years or so, and I thank you because 
without your help I would be dead.  It’s only because you have helped me that I'm still alive, so 
thanks.  But actually I have to say that even though you have done zazen for twenty years it looks to 
me as if you have only practiced for about a year of real practice.  And not being able to grasp the 
principle that I talk about you do all kinds of things. 
 So the only reason I talk this way is that I know I'm not going to be around for much longer.  I 
need you to grasp the real thing before I die.  That’s why I have to say this. 
 In the end buppofugenzen, Buddha-dharma, the true thing was not manifest. 
 Of course that’s true. Daitsu Chisho Buddha is already manifesting the condition that has no "I 
am" self there is nothing to talk about in terms of either being manifest or vanishing, appearing or 
being gone. 
 And next it says “futokujobutsudo, also the Buddha Way was not obtained,” and of course 
that’s true.  Things like “I’m saved,” or “I'm liberated” those sorts of things don’t appear. 
 You can look in magazines and newspapers, and you can find the religious column, and in the 
religious column there are lots of testimonials of people saying how they reached salvation.  “It was 
God’s love, it was Buddha’s love that saved me” people say.  There are piles and piles of columns like 
that, and there are also a lot of people who find joy in reading those columns. 
 I think maybe they have those columns because they think if they don’t they can’t sell their 
magazines and newspapers so I guess it is okay. 
 But if you don’t have the wisdom to avoid being led astray by that kind of thing then you can’t 
be called a real Zen practitioner. 
 If you are standing up n your "I am" self and saying I'm saved, or because of this or that I got 
rich, then, from the perspective of someone who really knows about true love it simply sounds like a 
fantasy, or talking in your sleep.  And in the end it just sounds boring and stupid. 
 In the Lotus Sutra it says very clearly that Daitsu Chisho Buddha came to Bodhi Manda Zen 
Center for ten kalpas, but finally after all that ten kalpa amount of time the Buddha’s teaching didn’t 
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appear, neither did he reach salvation, nor did he get liberation. 
 And so this monk, taking this from the Lotus Sutra came and asked Seijo Osho a question. 
 The question was, “What can this possibly mean?  Having sat for ten kalpas at Bodhi Manda 
Zendo and not getting any salvation, not having any suffering either.  What in the world could that 
mean?” 
 Even though it seems as if this monk doesn’t really know what he’s talking about it is a good 
question. 
 So how does Seijo Osho answer this question?  What about you?  If someone comes to you 
really seeking salvation how do you answer them.  
 If it was me I’d say, “Make money.  That will get you salvation.” 
 But they might say, “I’m already rich Roshi.” 
 So I guess I’d just have to say, “When you have to take a shit, go to the toilet.  You’ll be saved 
then.” 
 So let’s listen to what Seijo Osho has to say. 
 He said, “Yes.  Just what you say.  You seem very clear already.” 
 In Zen there are lots of different schools of Zen, and this is one style of answer. 
 To say, “Absolutely.  It’s just the way you say it is.  That’s great.  Right from the Lotus 
Sutra.”  That is one style of answer when asked this kind of question.  Answering without any doubt. 
 But even hearing that the monk didn’t seem to understand. 
 Now you can really see that the monk doesn’t know what’s going on because he doesn’t get it 
even then and says, “Why didn’t he get enlightenment, why didn’t he get satori.  There he was sitting 
in the zendo.” 
 Then Seijo had to go to all the trouble and say Daitsu Chisho Buddha doesn’t need to say 
anything like wanting to be enlightened or wanting to die, or wanting to live. 
 So probably I don’t have to say anything more about this for you here. 
 Seijo Osho in his answer here, without any doubt, without in the least going against the dharma 
activity, he simply takes up the dharma activity just as it is and manifests this activity which forms the 
cosmos. 
 For the practitioners who have to listen to this story over and over again I really feel sorry for 
you actually, but think that your listening itself is also for the sake of other people and try to put up 
with it. 
 


